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This paper presents both experimental and mesoscale modeling results of the direct tensile behaviour of two
carbon TRC composites at elevated temperatures ranging from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C. Two reinforcement carbon
textiles were manufactured industrially in the factory with different geometries and treatment products to
improve the textile/matrix bond. For the numerical approach, the input data of the numerical models were
chosen from the experimental results of TRC component materials (carbon textiles, cementitious matrix). The
carbon TRCs gave the strain-hardening behaviour with different phases depending on elevated temperature
levels. Furthermore, the numerical model highlighted the failure mode with the transversal cracks on the
specimen surface, using the crack damage model for the concrete matrix. The effect of elevated temperature on
the TRC behaviour and performance of the TRC was determined and analyzed by comparing it with the results
obtained at room temperature. By comparing the experimental results on both carbon TRCs, the effect of the
reinforcement textile on the thermomechanical behaviour of TRC composites could also be highlighted and
discussed. The numerical results of the carbon TRCs at elevated temperature levels were also compared with
experimental results. The good agreement obtained between the experimental and numerical results demon
strated the rationality of this numerical model.

1. Introduction
Over recent decades, textile-reinforced concrete composites (TRC)
have been increasingly applied in the civil engineering field. They have
usually been used to strengthen or reinforce the structural elements of
old construction works (buildings, tunnels, etc) or serve as constituent
elements of new structures [1–4]. In these cases, the performance of TRC
composites plays an important role in the loading capacity of structures.
The mechanical behaviour of TRC composites at room temperature has
been characterized experimentally by tensile and flexural tests in the
literature [4–7]. Three phases of hardening behaviour have been
distinguished, which are highly dependent on the characteristics
belonging to the reinforcement textile, such as the fiber type, textile
geometry, and textile treatment products [5,8–10]. However, this
behaviour is less well determined in certain specific conditions such as
the corrosion environment, durability and elevated temperature.
Previous experimental studies [11–14] showed that when concretes,

with or without reinforcement by various discontinuous fibers within
their cementitious matrices, were subjected to elevated temperatures,
their physical and/or mechanical properties gradually evolved with
increasing temperature. Previous experimental results also indicated
that concrete residual compressive strength decreases with increasing
temperature [13,14] and the decrease in the residual compressive
strength of ordinary concrete was greater than that in high-performance
concrete [14]. Previous studies related to the effects of various discon
tinuous fibers, added in the matrix of concretes, such as polypropylene
fibres [11], steel fibers and polypropylene fibers [12], highlighted that
the addition of steel fibres and polypropylene fibers effectively
improved the residual compressive and flexural properties of concretes
at high temperatures. When concretes were reinforced by various
continuous fibers (or continuous reinforcement textiles) within their
cementitious matrices and then subjected to elevated temperatures,
their tensile properties (like ultimate strength, ultimate strain, stiffness)
at elevated temperatures were significantly improved [10,15,16]. The
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results showed that the improvement of TRC resistance greatly depen
ded on the strength of continuous textile reinforcement [10,15,16].
Furthermore, for the textile/matrix bond, this factor also greatly de
pends on the thermal physical and chemical response of the treatment
product used for the reinforcement textile in the manufacturing pro
cedure to improve its bond strength [15,17–19]. The effect of textile
treatment on the thermomechanical behaviour and failure modes of
carbon textile was highlighted and analyzed in Ref. [20,21]. The
following paragraphs present the previous research (experimental and
numerical) which focused on the mechanical behaviour of TRC com
posites at different temperatures. The objective of this study is presented
at the end of the introduction of this paper.

cementitious matrix, and textile/matrix interface).
1.2. Mesoscale numerical studies of TRC behaviour
Several numerical studies were performed to characterize the global
behaviour in tension or flexion of TRCs at room temperature from the
input data of the constituent materials [35–40]. These mesoscale models
presented reasonable results in comparison with those of the experi
ment. However, at elevated temperature, only a small number of nu
merical studies have been performed at the mesoscale on the elevated
temperature behaviour of TRC composites [18,41]. Blom and Wastiels
[41] developed an analytical model based on the ACK theory (proposed
by Aveston, Cooper and Kelly) using the method of Soranakom and
Mobasher [6] to predict elevated temperature behaviour from experi
mental data. Rambo et al. [18] used a finite-difference model, by taking
into account the non-linear spring model for the textile/matrix interface
and a brittle model with no strain-softening response for the cementi
tious matrix, to simulate the tensile behaviour of the basalt TRC com
posite. These numerical results showed the “stress-strain” relationships
at different temperatures as well as the effect of the interface model on
the third phase of composite behaviour, and thus the spacing of cracks.
These numerical studies showed a good agreement with experimental
results.
All the numerical studies mentioned above [6,18,35–41] were based
on different calculation methods (finite element method, different finite
method, and analytical method), and they have contributed significantly
to knowledge relating to the mesoscale modeling of TRC behaviour at
different temperatures. However, certain of the scientific details of these
models required improvement. Firstly, there was the material model
used for the cementitious matrix in the numerical calculation. Nonlinear
behaviour was generally proposed for the cementitious matrix in the
TRC composite, although, in reality, the mechanical behaviour of the
cementitious matrix is very complex due to the multi-cracks that can
influence the global behaviour of the TRC composite [9]. Secondly,
there was the “bond-slip” model for the textile/matrix interface in the
TRC composite. The bilinear model was successfully used for the texti
le/matrix interface in several numerical studies [35,41,42]. However, it
could be considered to have a perfect connection between the textile and
the matrix if there was no slip at the textile/matrix interface during the
test. In the paper of Larrinaga et al. [39], the finite element (EF) model
for the tensile behaviour of a textile reinforced mortar (TRM) composite
revealed no significant dependence on the basalt textile-mortar inter
face. This numerical model gave results in agreement with those of the
ACK model and experiment. Thus, the textile/matrix interface behav
iour could be (or not be) taken into account, depending on the failure
mode of TRC specimens at elevated temperature. If the TRC specimen
fails under tension through the rupture of its textile reinforcement with
surface multi-cracking, the adhesion between the textile and the matrix
could be considered that as perfect.

1.1. Tensile behaviour of TRC composites at different temperatures
Until now, there have been very few studies on the behaviour of TRC
composites under mechanical loading and elevated temperature load
ings due to test set-up difficulties. The literature includes fire tests per
formed on high-performance concrete thin-plates, reinforced with basalt
fibre-reinforced polymer mesh [22], and on I-shaped beams reinforced
with glass-fibre and carbon-fibre mesh grids [23]. Also, few studies have
been performed on textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) in comparison with
fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) used as strengthening materials of
structure specimens at high temperatures [24–26]. They were con
ducted to characterize the elevated temperature behaviour under shear
and flexural stress of structures strengthened by TRM or FRP [24–26].
All these tests [22–26] aimed to identify fire or elevated temperature
resistance under different load types of TRC at the structure scale.
Furthermore, few studies have been performed on TRC specimens to
characterize the residual behaviour under tension of TRC composites
after exposure to elevated temperatures (called residual condition) [15,
18,19,27–29]. All the experimental results obtained showed a strain –
hardening behaviour of TRC composites with different numbers of
phases, depending on the preheating temperature levels imposed. The
positive effect of preheating loading at a temperature level ranging from
75 ◦ C to 200 ◦ C on the residual behaviour of TRC composites was
highlighted in previous studies [15,18,19,27–29]. This result was due to
the positive effect of the melting – curing process of the textile treatment
product, which significantly improved the mechanical properties of the
reinforcement textiles used, as well as the bond strength between the
textile and the matrix interface. However, after exposure to tempera
tures higher than 400 ◦ C, the TRC composites presented a significant
decrease in residual strength because of the oxidation of the fibres
during preheating.
Up to now only a small number of studies have been conducted on
the tensile behaviour of TRC composites under simultaneous mechanical
loading and elevated temperatures [28,30–34]. Ehlig et al. [32] studied
the influence of the rate of temperature increase on the rupture tem
perature of carbon TRC specimens under a thermomechanical regime at
a constant force. The effect of discontinuous short glass fibres on the
thermomechanical behaviour of a glass TRC composite at elevated
temperatures was investigated in Ref. [30]. Saidi et al. [34] studied the
effect of water content in TRC on its behaviour at temperatures ranging
from 75 ◦ C to 800 ◦ C. All the results found in the literature showed that
the variable behaviour of TRC composites depends on several factors
belonging to the reinforcement textile (reinforcement ratio, textile ge
ometry, type of fiber and fiber treatment) or the cementitious matrix
(type of matrix, matrix water content, modification of the matrix at
different temperatures).
To take into account all the factors mentioned above with a single
experimental approach is not feasible due to issues of time and cost.
Therefore, the numerical approach is a reasonable choice for studying
the effect of factors on the elevated temperature behaviour of TRC
composites. The global behaviour of TRC material at elevated temper
atures can be predicted using a mesoscale numerical model with the
input data of the constitutive materials (reinforcement textile,

1.3. Objective of this study
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no results are available con
cerning the effect of carbon textiles (textile geometry and treatment) on
the thermomechanical behaviour of carbon TRC composites at elevated
temperatures. There are also no numerical results regarding mesoscale
modeling using the finite element method for the elevated temperature
behaviour of TRCs. Thus, the aim of this study is to contribute to
knowledge of the effect of carbon textile (textile geometry and treat
ment) on the elevated temperature behaviour of TRC composites, using
both experimental and numerical approaches. In this paper, two rein
forcement carbon textiles were used to reinforce the refractory matrix
for a fire application. These textiles were manufactured industrially in
the factory with different geometries and treatment products (epoxy
resin and amorphous silica products) to improve the textile/matrix
bond. The specimens of the two carbon TRCs studied were tested in
2
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Fig. 1. Images of carbon textiles used in this experimental study.
Table 1
Results of the direct tensile tests performed on the carbon textiles and cementitious matrix [20,31].
Temperature (◦ C)
25
75
200
400
500
600

GC1 textile

GC2 textile

Cementitious matrix

Ultimate stress (MPa)

Young’s modulus (GPa)

Ultimate stress (MPa)

Young’s modulus (GPa)

Ultimate stress (MPa)

Young’s modulus (GPa)

2616.6
–
2169.5
1652.2
795.7
204.9

256.2
–
201.6
138.8
77.6
29.5

1311.5
–
1152.5
708.8
308.1
–

143.8
–
138.6
107.1
39.7
–

5.29
3.76
3.69
3.28
2.90
2.54

8.41
6.58
4.39
3.09
2.29
1.67

thermomechanical regime at different temperature levels ranging from
25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C. The effect of carbon textiles on the elevated temperature
behaviour of TRC composites was highlighted and analyzed using
experimental results. For the numerical approach, the input data were
chosen from the experimental results of the TRC’s component materials
(carbon textiles, refractory matrix). These models can take into account
the material damage for the cementitious matrix by including the
cracking model. The numerical results will be compared and discussed
in this paper to find agreement with the experiment.

2.1.2. Cementitious matrix
The cementitious matrix used in this experimental study was
designed in laboratory conditions to produce carbon TRC specimens as
in Ref. [31]. This matrix was based on calcium aluminate cement (CAC)
with a calcium aluminate content of about 50%, and synthetic aggre
gates obtained by melting with an alumina content of about 40%. The
high aluminate content of this matrix gives it good mechanical perfor
mance at elevated temperatures. The compressive strength of the
cementitious matrix after 28 days at 25 ◦ C is 58.1 MPa while its tensile
mechanical properties were characterized in Ref. [31] from thermo
mechanical tests at different temperatures, as presented in Table 1.

2. Experimental works

2.1.3. Preparation procedure of TRC specimens
All the carbon TRC specimens (called F.GC1 and F.GC2 in this study)
were prepared in laboratory condition by using a hand lay-up method
technique with the three following steps (see Fig. 2). Firstly, a rectan
gular wooden mold of dimensions 740 mm × 500 mm (length x width)
was prepared in which the carbon textiles were cut to size and tensioned
by clamping mechanisms at two ends of the mold for one day to flatten
the carbon meshes (see Fig. 2a). Afterwards, the hand lay-up molding
technique was used to manufacture the TRC plates, as presented in
Fig. 2b, one layer of matrix, then carbon textile layers and, finally, one
other matrix layer. It was necessary to ensure that the reinforcement
textiles were in the middle of the TRC plate thickness to guarantee the
symmetry of the TRC composite specimens. Finally, these TRC plates
were preserved in laboratory conditions for specimen curing (see
Fig. 2c). After 28 days, the rectangular plates were cut to obtain the TRC
specimens with different dimensions for both TRC composites,
depending on the geometry of the carbon textiles (see Fig. 2d). The
cross-sectional area of the TRC specimens was determined by the
average of three measurements (width and thickness) at three different
points of each sample. The reinforcement ratio was calculated as the
ratio between the cross-section of the textile warps and that of the TRC
composites (see Table 3).

This section presents the experimental approach followed in this
study, including the composite materials used, the test procedure and
the summary of tests.
2.1. Carbon TRC composites
The carbon TRC composites used in this experimental study were
based on a refractory matrix and reinforced by carbon textiles. The
component materials used (carbon textiles and cementitious matrix), as
well as the preparation procedure of the TRC specimens, are presented
in the following paragraphs.
2.1.1. Carbon textiles
The continuous carbon textiles used (called GC1 and GC2 carbon
textiles) in this experiment are commercial products manufactured
industrially in grid form for application in civil engineering works.
These textiles were treated with two different products as a coating: an
epoxy resin product (completely pre-impregnated in epoxy resin) for the
GC1 textile and another coating product with amorphous silica for the
GC2 textile. The geometry of the textile grid in the longitudinal and
transverse directions is 46 mm × 41 mm and 17 mm × 17 mm,
respectively for carbon textiles GC1 and GC2 (see Fig. 1). The crosssection of the textile yarns (both warp and weft) is similar for both
carbon textiles, 1.85 mm2 for GC1 and 1.795 mm2 for GC2. These carbon
textiles were tested in thermomechanical conditions at different tem
perature levels ranging from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C, as presented in Ref. [20].
Table 2 below presents the thermomechanical properties of both carbon
textiles (GC1, GC2) such as ultimate stress and Young’s modulus at
elevated temperature levels.

2.2. Test setup
The thermomechanical tests were carried out on TRC specimens with
the equipment used in the LMC2 laboratory (France), including: the
control system (see Fig. 3a) and the experimental devices (see Fig. 3b).
The experimental devices can apply tensile loading and elevated tem
perature simultaneously to TRC specimens. The imposed displacement
3
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Table 2
List of tests carried out on the carbon TRC composite specimens; (*) only two tests were carried out at a temperature of 600 ◦ C.
Designation of the
specimens

Specimen dimensions [cross section, S(mm2); length,
l (mm)]

Reinforcement ratio
(%)

Temperature (◦ C)

Exposure
duration

Number of
tests

F.GC1-T-1,2,3

11 × 65 (mm2); 740(mm)

0.52

25, 75, 200, 400, 500,
600(*)
25, 75, 200, 400, 500,
600(*)

1h

17

1h

17

2

F.GC2-T-1,2,3

11.5 × 51 (mm ) 740(mm)

0.92

Total of tests

34

Fig. 2. Preparation procedure of rectangular composite plates (a,b,c) and dimensions of carbon TRC specimens (d).
Table 3
Thermomechanical properties (average values) of both carbon TRC composites; (the standard deviation value for each parameter is presented in parallel).
T (◦ C)

F.GC1

F.GC2

First crack values
25
75
200
400
500
600

First crack values

Post crack values

σT,I (MPa)

ET,I (GPa)

Post crack values

σT,UTS (MPa)

εT,UTS (%)

ET,III (GPa)

σT,I (MPa)

ET,I (GPa)

σT,UTS (MPa)

εT,UTS (%)

ET,III (GPa)

4.25 (0.48)
2.25 (0.15)
2.12 (0.16)<
2.36 (0.58)
2.20 (0.61)
1.83 (0.30)

10.57 (1.46)
5.86 (1.05)
4.98 (0.46)
5.59 (0.58)
3.15 (0.48)
2.77 (0.43)

12.76 (0.48)
12.17 (0.73)
11.00 (0.96)
7.06 (0.40)
4.63 (1.02)

0.866
1.084
0.906
1.117
0.829

3.04
1.18
1.09
0.60
0.59

6.38 (0.54)
4.71 (0.78)
3.79 (0.37)
3.63 (0.53)
3.39 (0.43)
2.40 (0.39)

11.33 (0.63)
9.03 (1.08)
8.48 (0.37)
7.13 (0.73)
3.75 (0.34)
2.14 (0.02)

10.30 (0.41)
9.64 (0.11)
6.95 (0.35)
6.11 (0.41)

0.813 (0.071)
0.694 (0.128)
0.497 (0.059)
0.359 (0.045)

2.50 (0.43)
1.76 (0.26)
2.13 (0.08)
1.15 (0.30)

(0.066)
(0.118)
(0.134)
(0.198)
(0.098)

(0.25)
(0.06)
(0.15)
(0.06)
(0.10)

of the traverse of the machine and the elevated temperature loading
were controlled by the control system while the laser sensor was acti
vated to measure the deformation of a central part of the TRC specimen
placed inside the furnace during an elevated temperature thermo
mechanical test. The gauge length between the laser sensor points was
about 10 cm. For the temperature measurement, three thermocouples
were attached to the surface of the TRC specimen at points equidistant
from the middle of the furnace, as presented in Fig. 3b. The loading path
of the thermomechanical tests with three phases, presented in Fig. 3c,
was controlled by the control program of Test-Expert II software. This

test setup has been used to characterize the elevated temperature
behaviour of various composite materials such as Textile reinforced
concrete (TRC), Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) and carbon
textile, etc., in previous studies by the author’s team [20,28,31,43,44].
2.3. Summary of tests
Table 2 shows the list of specimens for the thermomechanical tests in
this experiment. For each temperature level, three tests were carried out
to ensure the convergence of the experimental results, except at a
4
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Fig. 3. Thermomechanical test setup and loading path in the experiment.

temperature level of 600 ◦ C, for which only two thermomechanical tests
were performed. Thus, there were 34 tests in this experiment for both
carbon TRCs at different temperatures ranging from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C.

3.1.1. Strain hardening behaviour of carbon TRC composites
Fig. 4 shows “axial stress – axial thermomechanical strain” curves for
both TRC composites (F.GC1 and F.GC2) under temperature levels
ranging from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C. In this figure, one average “axial stress –
axial thermomechanical strain” curve is represented for three thermo
mechanical tests carried out on the carbon TRC specimens for each
temperature level. It was found that the carbon TRC specimens pre
sented strain hardening behaviour at low-temperature levels and brittle
behaviour at high-temperature levels. The change of their thermo
mechanical behaviour with increasing temperature depended on the
effect of elevated temperature on the reinforcement textile. This effect
was also the main cause leading to the reduction of the ultimate strength
of the specimens of both carbon TRC composites studied as a function of

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental results
This section presents the results of the thermomechanical tensile
tests performed on the specimens of both the carbon TRCs studied,
including on thermomechanical behaviour, the evolution of thermo
mechanical properties as a function of increasing temperature, and the
failure mode of the TRC composites.
5
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3.1.2. Evolution of thermomechanical properties as a function of elevated
temperature
Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the cracking stress and ultimate
strength of the two carbon TRCs studied as a function of elevated tem
perature in comparison with that of the non-reinforced matrix speci
mens in Ref. [31]. As the results show, the ultimate strength of F.GC1
specimens fell according to a long curve from 12.76 MPa at room tem
perature to 1.83 MPa at 600 ◦ C while the ultimate strength evolution of
the F.GC2 specimens can be divided into two intervals of temperature:
from 25 ◦ C to 400 ◦ C and from 400 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C. This result is in good
agreement with the observation of the experimental results performed
on the carbon textile specimens (GC1 and GC2) [20]. Regarding the
evolution of cracking stress with elevated temperature, a similar
reduction was observed for the specimens of the two carbon TRCs
studied with that of the non-reinforced matrix specimen, but on two
different levels depending on the reinforcement textile: a higher level for
F.GC2 and a lower level for F.GC1. The effect of reinforcement textile on
cracking stress is discussed again in section 3.2.

Fig. 4. Thermomechanical behaviour of the specimens of the two carbon TRCs
studied (F.GC1 and F.GC2) at different temperature levels.

3.1.3. Failure modes
Fig. 6 shows the specimens of the two carbon TRCs studied after the
thermomechanical tests at different temperature levels ranging from 25
◦
C to 600 ◦ C. All the specimens of the carbon TRC composites studied
presented a fragile failure mode with cracks on the surface of the
specimens and finally abrupt breaking. This failure mode was also
identified by a significant drop in axial stress on the axial stress-axial
strain curve of their thermomechanical behaviour. At elevated temper
atures above 500 ◦ C, it could be observed that the mono-filaments of
carbon textiles remained connected with each other at the broken sec
tion because of the elevated temperature loading.
As can be seen with the failure modes presented in Fig. 6, the number
of cracks decreased with increasing temperature for both carbon TRC
specimens. At low-temperature, the bond strength of the carbon textile/
matrix interface remained strong enough to allow the force transfer from
the reinforcement textile to the cementitious matrix. At the limit state,
cracking occurred in the cementitious matrix at the weakest crosssection (or the most dangerous cross-section). This process of the next
cracks occurring depended on a parameter called load transfer length
(δ0), in line with [47]. With the load transfer length in the vicinity of a
crack, the cementitious matrix strain decreases until it becomes nil at the
crack location. Thus, the cracking space depends on load transfer length.
At a temperature higher than 200 ◦ C, the bond strength of the texti
le/matrix interface decreased due to the elevated temperature effect.
This was the mechanism that prevented multi-cracking from developing
on the surface of the TRC specimens.

Fig. 5. Evolution of cracking stress and ultimate strength of the two carbon
TRCs studied (F.GC1 and F.GC2) as a function of temperature.

increasing temperature. Fig. 4, clearly shows the cracking phase in the
case of composite F.GC2 at temperature levels ranging from 25 ◦ C to
400 ◦ C by the drops in axial stress whereas this phase for the specimen F.
GC1 is not clear at the temperature below 200 ◦ C. The drops in the axial
stress of the “axial stress – axial thermomechanical strain” curve
correspond to the cracks on the surface of the carbon TRC specimens.
Regarding the evolution of the cracking stress, it was found that its value
decreased gradually with the increase of elevated temperature. How
ever, this evolution occurred at two different levels for both the carbon
TRCs studied although they were based on the same cementitious
matrix.
To characterize the thermomechanical behaviour and identify the
properties of the carbon TRCs studied, an idealization of the “axial
stress-axial strain” curve and notations was used. The properties of the
TRC specimens were defined as presented in previous research by the
authors [31]. The crack stress σT,I was defined by the average stress in
the TRC composite at the beginning of cracking while the initial rigidity
ET,I was the stiffness of the composite before macro-cracking (defined as
the average slope of the first phase of the “stress-strain” curve. The
post-cracked rigidity ET,III was defined as the average slope of the thirst
phase of the “stress-strain” curve, because after the complete cracking of
the cementitious matrix, there was a stiffer response from the carbon
TRC and the increase of the applied axial displacement generated a
nearly linear increase of stress. The ultimate strength σT,UTS was defined
as stress at the point corresponding to the rupture of the specimen. These
main thermomechanical properties of the two carbon TRCs studied are
presented in Table 3 below.

3.2. Discussion
This section presents the discussion concerning the effect of carbon
textiles on the elevated temperature behaviour and mechanical prop
erties of TRC composites.
3.2.1. Effect of carbon textile on the ultimate strength of TRC composites
Figs. 4 and 5 show the effect of carbon textiles on the ultimate
strength of TRC composites. The F.GC1 composite specimens gave
higher values in ultimate strength at the same temperature levels
although their reinforcement ratio was smaller, about half that of the F.
GC2 specimens (0.52% for F.GC1 and 0.92% for F.GC2). This result was
due to the effect of the textile treatment on the ultimate strength of the
textile yarn. The treatment with the epoxy resin product ensured the
interaction of the mono-filaments inside the textile yarn of the GC1
carbon textile. Thus, the longitudinal yarn (the warp) of the GC1 carbon
textile’s capacity in strength was twice as high as that of textile GC2
[20]. Furthermore, with the configuration of the carbon textiles in the
carbon TRC specimens presented in Fig. 2d, the working coefficient of
textile GC1 in the corresponding TRC composite was also higher than
6
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Fig. 6. Failure modes of TRC specimens at elevated temperature levels: (a) F.GC1 specimens; (b) F.GC2 specimens.

Fig. 7. Element types used in the numerical model [49].

that of specimen F.GC2. Therefore, carbon textile GC1 provided better
reinforcement for the ultimate strength of the TRC composite at almost
all the temperature levels, except that of 600 ◦ C.

carbon TRC composites studied was approximately 1.5 times better for
the F.GC2 specimens at all temperature levels. The treatment using an
amorphous silica product improved the adherence of the GC2 textile/
matrix interface more significantly than that of the GC1 textile/matrix
interface, treated by the epoxy resin. The improvement of the interface
bond strength of F.GC2 can be attributed to the C-S-H gel generated from
the reaction between the amorphous silica treatment and the cementi
tious hydration product (Ca(OH)2) [45]. This thin layer of C-S-H gel
gave very good adhesion between the GC2 carbon textile yarns and the
cementitious matrix. In addition, this product is not as sensitive to
elevated temperature as epoxy resin which was strongly modified by
kinetic transitions with the increase of temperature, such as glass tran
sition Tg (around 70 ◦ C), melting, crystallization, decomposition and
oxidation (above 450 ◦ C). Thus, bond strength ensured good interaction

3.2.2. Effect of carbon textile on textile/matrix interaction
The effect of the carbon textile on the interaction between the
reinforcement textile and the cementitious matrix of TRC specimens is
linked to the textile/matrix bond at the interface. Under the thermal
loading of elevated temperature, the modification of the treatment
product strongly influenced the bond strength of the textile/matrix
interface, changing the thermomechanical behaviour and mechanical
properties in the first and second phases.
Concerning the effect of the reinforcement textile on the cracking
stress in the first phase, the ratio of cracking stress between the two
7
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Regarding the elevated temperature effect on the Young’s modulus
of the first phase, it was observed to have a considerable effect on the
epoxy resin treatment, leading to a significant reduction (about 45%) of
the Young’s modulus of the F.GC1 specimens at temperatures above 75
◦
C. When the temperature increased to a level that was higher than the
glass transition temperature of epoxy resin (Tg about 70 ◦ C), the GC1
textile/matrix interface started to partially debond due to the melting of
part of the epoxy resin directly connected to the cementitious matrix.
This led to a considerable reduction in the cohesion between the GC1
textile and the cementitious matrix. On the contrary, the F.GC2 speci
mens presented a progressive decrease in the Young’s modulus of the
first phase with elevated temperature.
In Fig. 4, the “stress-strain” curves at different temperature levels
show the effect of the reinforcement textile on the interaction between
the carbon textile and the cementitious matrix in the TRC specimens.
The high efficiency of GC2 textile/matrix bond clearly improved the
loading capacity of TRC composite in the first and second phases of the
“stress-strain” curves of its behaviour. The working capacity of the
cementitious matrix greatly benefited from the transfer of tension stress
from the reinforcement textile to the cementitious matrix. After the
appearance of the first crack, this process occurred along the length of
the load transfer and was stopped when the next crack occurred on the
surface of TRC specimens [46,47]. Thus, the second phase of the
elevated temperature behaviour of the F.GC2 specimens was charac
terized by drops in stress corresponding to the appearance of cracks. For
the F.GC1 specimens, this phase was not clear due to the weakness of the
interface bond.

Fig. 8. Stress-strain relationship of the cracked condition (CONCR –Nonlinear
Behaviour – Concrete) [48].
Where: ft = uniaxial tensile cracking stress,
Tc = multiplier for the amount of tensile stress relaxation,
εck = uniaxial tensile cracking strain,
Rt = slope (secant modulus) as defined in Fig. 8.

Table 4
Mechanical properties of the component materials of carbon TRC in the nu
merical model.
Temperature

Carbon textile (LINK 180)

Cementitious matrix (SOLID 65)

Ef
(GPa)

σf

ηf

Em
(GPa)

ft
(MPa)

εck

Tc

25 ◦ C

143.8

1311.5

0.86

8.41

5.29

0.8

75 ◦ C

140.3

1244.7

0.84

6.58

3.76

200 ◦ C

138.6

1152.5

0.66

4.39

3.69

400 ◦ C

107.1

708.8

0.90

3.09

3.28

500 ◦ C

39.7

308.1

0.60

2.29

2.90

600 ◦ C

0

0

–

1.67

2.54

6.29 ×
10− 4
5.71 ×
10− 4
8.41 ×
10− 4
10.61 ×
10− 4
12.66 ×
10− 4
15.21 ×
10− 4

(MPa)

4. Finite element modeling

0.8

The finite element method was used for the mesoscale numerical
modeling of the elevated temperature behaviour of the TRC composite,
in which the material damage of the cementitious matrix could be taken
into account by using the cracking model. However, this section presents
only the mesoscale modeling for the F.GC2 composites using ANSYS
APDL 2015, with the assumption of the perfect bond of the textile/
matrix interface [48].

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

4.1. Numerical model

at the textile/matrix interface of the F.GC2 composite for almost all the
temperature levels while good textile/matrix interaction was ensured
only in the case of low temperature for F.GC1. Moreover, the size of the
carbon grid also significantly influenced the load transmission between
the reinforcement textile and cementitious matrix. That is why the GC2
carbon textile, with a smaller geometry of 17 mm × 17 mm, gave the
best cracking stress value in the first phase for the corresponding TRC
composite.

The modeling procedure includes the choices of the type of elements
used, the material model, the mesh, the boundary conditions and loads.
4.1.1. Element types
The type of element chosen for the reinforcement textiles (carbon
textile) in this numerical study was LINK180 (3-D Spar or Truss). This
element is a 3D spar that can be used to model trusses, sagging cables,

Fig. 9. Configuration of meshing, boundary conditions and loads for the F.GC2 specimen model.
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Fig. 10. Numerical results of carbon TRC’s behaviour at the temperature from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C.

links, springs, etc. It is a uniaxial element of tension (or compression)
with three degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal
directions x, y and z (see Fig. 7b). Regarding the element type for the
concrete matrix, SOLID65 (3D Reinforced Concrete Solid) was chosen in
this numerical study. It allows the presence of four different materials in
each element. Therefore, it can combine with reinforcement materials
such as steel or textiles to generate a composite material (TRC composite
in this case). The concrete material is capable of cracking and crushing
directional integration in addition to incorporating plastic and creep

behaviour. Fig. 7 below shows both elements in the 3D numerical model
for the TRC composite.
Concerning the complicated interaction between the reinforcement
textiles and the cementitious matrix, the authors assumed perfect
bonding between both components. This assumption was based on the
observation of the failure modes of the F.GC2 composite specimens after
tensile tests. The experiments showed that the slip between the textile
and the matrix at the interface was negligible. This result was obtained
from the textile treatment (amorphous silica for carbon textile) to
9
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4.1.3. Meshing, boundary conditions and loads
The numerical model was constructed step by step with Ansys APDL
2015. Firstly, a block of the cementitious matrix corresponding to half of
the corresponding dimension of the TRC specimen (used in the experi
mental test) was created (11.5 mm × 51 mm x 370 mm). Then, three
longitudinal textile yarns were also created in their position as in the real
F.GC2 specimen. This model was meshed in parallelepiped form for the
SOLID65 elements and a reinforced truss bar for the LINK180 elements.
The size of the elements depended on the size of each edge of the model
and the average value of the size was about 4 mm (see Fig. 9a). Con
cerning the boundary conditions and loads of the numerical model, they
were configured like those of an experimental test. In reality, two ends of
the TRC specimens were bonded with the aluminium plates to transfer
the tensile force. The length of the bonding part was 160 mm for each
end. Thus, all the nodes of this bonding part of the first end were posi
tioned on fixed supports with all movements blocked according to three
coordinated axes. The mechanical load was applied to the other end of
the TRC specimen by the imposed displacement. The speed of the
applied load was modified over time by loading steps and sub-steps.
Fig. 9b shows the boundary condition and loading configuration for
the numerical model.

Table 5
Comparison between the numerical and experimental results of the mechanical
properties of F.GC2 at different temperatures.
Temperature
25 ◦ C

75 ◦ C

200 ◦ C

400 ◦ C

500 C
◦

600 ◦ C

Results

Numerical
results
Experimental
results
Numerical
results
Experimental
results
Numerical
results
Experimental
results
Numerical
results
Experimental
results
Numerical
results
Experimental
results
Numerical
results
Experimental
results

First crack values

Post crack values

σT,I

(MPa)

ET,I
(GPa)

σT,UTS

εT,UTS
(%)

ET,III
(GPa)

5.31

11.29

10.95

0.889

1.43

6.38

11.33

10.30

0.813

2.50

4.25

8.82

9.92

0.714

1.67

4.71

9.03

9.64

0.694

1.76

3.58

6.66

7.11

0.529

1.48

3.79

8.48

6.95

0.497

2.13

3.64

5.08

6.18

0.722

0.46

3.63

7.13

6.11

0.359

1.15

2.95

2.61

3.39

3.75

2.45

1.82

2.40

2.14

(MPa)

4.2. Numerical results
This section presents the results obtained from the numerical model
for the F.GC2 composite at different temperatures from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C,
including the elevated temperature behaviour, the development of
cracking, and failure mode of the TRC specimen.

improve bond strength and from the contribution of the transversal
yarns of the textile (the wefts) against textile/matrix slipping.

4.2.1. Global behaviour of the carbon TRC composite at elevated
temperatures
Fig. 10 presents the numerical results of the elevated temperature
behaviour of the F.GC2 composite in comparison with those of the
experiment. According to the numerical results, at moderate tempera
tures (from 25 ◦ C to 200 ◦ C) the carbon TRC presented a strain hard
ening behaviour with three distinguishable phases (see Fig. 10a,b,c).
The first phase is linear, and its stiffness (E1) is closely followed by the
mixing law of the composite material while the cracking stress (σI)
greatly depends on the matrix strength. The second phase is character
ized by several drops in stress which correspond with the appearances of
cracks on the specimen. However, these drops in stress are smaller than
those observed in the experiment. The third phase is almost linear until
the limit state of the textile yarns because the cracking occurred
completely within the cementitious matrix, and only the reinforcement
textile was subjected to work (see Fig. 10 a,b,c).
As can be seen for the numerical result at 400 ◦ C (see Fig. 10d), the
strength of the three yarns of the GC2 textile is just a little higher than
that of the concrete matrix. Therefore, a strain hardening behaviour
with two phases is drawn for the F.GC2 specimen, as presented in
Fig. 10d. Both phases of this behaviour are also described as similar to
the cases of moderate temperatures. At temperature levels equal to or
higher than 500 ◦ C, the carbon TRC presents a brittle behaviour like that
of the concrete matrix (Fig. 10e and f). It breaks after the first drop in
stress, corresponding to the only crack on the specimen surface.
In comparison with the experimental results, the numerical model
shows good agreement, in particular in the first and third phases of the
carbon TRC’s behaviour at different temperatures. In the cracking
phase, the complex work between the reinforcement textile and concrete
matrix in the experiment actually caused a slight difference between
both the experimental and numerical results. The numerical model
could not take into account the complex experimental phenomena that
occurred in the cracking phase, such as the slip between textile fila
ments, the dynamic effect and the local increase in elongation of the
specimen after a drop in force. Table 5 below presents the comparison of
the mechanical properties of the carbon TRC between both the experi
mental and numerical results at elevated temperatures.

4.1.2. Material models
This numerical model was based on the material models for the TRC
components in which the material properties were specified for nu
merical calculation at different temperatures. Concerning the material
model for the cementitious matrix, the concrete model (CONCR Nonlinear Behaviour - Concrete) [48] was chosen in this modeling
investigation. It can present the failure mode of fragile materials (con
crete, stone, ceramics, etc.) in which cracking and crushing failure are
taken into account. The presence of a crack at an integration point is
represented through the modification of stress-strain relations by
introducing a plane of weakness in a direction normal to the crack face.
The stress-strain relationship of the cementitious matrix (cracked in one
direction only in the case of TRC composite) is presented in Fig. 8 below.
Regarding the material model for carbon textile, the perfect linear
elastic model was chosen to simulate its work under tensile loading. The
important parameters of this material model are ultimate strength and
Young’s modulus. However, in order to take into account the cohesion
between three GC2 textile yarns in the TRC composite, an efficiency
coefficient (ηf) of the carbon textile used in the carbon TRC (F.GC2) for
different temperatures was used in the numerical model (see Table 4). It
was calculated by the ratio between the ultimate force of F.GC2 and that
of carbon textile GC2 from the experimental results for different tem
peratures. Its value was calculated for the F.GC2 composite and pre
sented in the author’s previous research [31]. As calculated, the
efficiency coefficient (ηf) decreased from 0.86 to 0.6 with increasing
temperature, except in the case of 400 ◦ C. Table 4 below presents all the
calculated parameters of the GC2 carbon textile and cementitious matrix
for 6 temperature levels varying from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C. In Table 4, Ef, σf
are the ultimate strength and Young’s modulus of the carbon textile, ηf is
the efficiency coefficient of the carbon textile used in the carbon TRC (F.
GC2) at different temperatures, Em and ft are the ultimate strength and
initial stiffness of the cementitious matrix, εck and Tc are the uniaxial
tensile cracking strain and the multiplier for the amount of tensile stress
relaxation defined by the concrete model (CONCR - Nonlinear Behav
iour - Concrete).
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Fig. 11. Experimental results versus numerical modeling results at different temperatures: (a) cracking stress; (b) Initial stiffness of carbon TRC of the first phase; (c)
ultimate strength.

Fig. 11 shows the comparison of mechanical properties at different
temperatures between the experimental and numerical results using the
computational tools proposed. Fig. 11 shows that the coefficients of
determination are good values for all cases of this comparison: R2 =
0.97, 0.94 and 0.99 for cracking stress, the initial stiffness of carbon TRC
of the first phase, and ultimate strength, respectively. Therefore, it can
be said that the numerical model provides a fairly good prediction of the
mechanical properties of the composite TRC at elevated temperatures.
This means that the working together of the carbon textile and cemen
titious matrix in the TRC composite was reasonably reflected. However,
in the case of ultimate deformation at 400 ◦ C, there was a significant
difference between the experimental and numerical results that could be
explained by the complex work in the cracking phase.

order in which the cracks appear on the cross-sections related to these
nodes. The numerical model allowed observing the development of a
crack on a cross-section of the TRC specimen. With three carbon textile
warps as reinforcement, the cementitious matrix elements around a
warp were in a more likely condition to crack, and cracking occurred at
these elements first. Then, the micro-crack gradually developed towards
the elements in the same cross-section because the element cracking
reduced the efficiency of the cross-section to support the tensile force
(see Fig. 12c). Finally, this process stopped when the cementitious ma
trix in this cross-section was completely cracked, and therefore there
was a drop in the tensile stress on the “stress-strain” curve. The cracking
of the cementitious matrix would be continued with another crosssection if the warps of the carbon textile still ensured the load-bearing
capacity, as in the cases of moderate temperatures (from 25 ◦ C to 400
◦
C). Otherwise, the TRC specimen was immediately broken after the
appearance of the first crack, as in the case of the temperature higher
500 ◦ C.
Concerning the position of the cross-section where the first crack
occurred, it was always the cross-section next to the fixed support zone
(see Fig. 12c). This result was in good agreement with the observation of
the failure modes of the TRC specimens in the experiment. This could be
explained by the effect of dynamic phenomena as well as that of the

4.2.2. Local behaviour of TRC components
4.2.2.1. Cementitious matrix. In general, the cementitious matrix pre
sents a brittle behaviour in the TRC composite, as shown in its material
model. However, its behaviour depended slightly on the position of the
nodes studied. With three nodes studied, as shown in Fig. 12a, the
cementitious matrix gave different curves of its behaviour in the postpeak phase (see Fig. 12b). These relationships depend entirely on the
11
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Fig. 12. Local behaviour of the cementitious matrix in the numerical model (in the case at 25 ◦ C).

concentration in stress when the specimen was subjected to tensile force.
In the experiment, the first end of the TRC specimen was bonded with
the aluminium plates (as a reinforcement with 160 mm in length) to
transfer the tensile force from the traverse of the machine to the spec
imen. The fixed support zone in the numerical model was built with the
boundary condition as this bonding part. Thus, when tensile force was
applied to the TRC specimen by the imposed displacement, the crosssection next to the fixed support zone became the most dangerous one
because of the stress concentration phenomenon. Furthermore, all the
nodes in the fixed support zone were blocked against any movement
according to three coordinated axes, while the rest was moved in the
direction of the imposed displacement. This led to the effect of the dy
namic phenomena on the cross-section next to the fixed support zone.
That is why the crack occurred in this position first.

After the first crack, the cementitious matrix progressively cracked
until complete cracking, while the stress of the textile warps increased
gradually but with a small tendency corresponding with the cracking
phase of the TRC behaviour (see Fig. 13b and c). In the third phase, the
stress of the three warps on all the cross-sections was similar. The nu
merical tests were stopped when the carbon warps reached the limit
state of their deformation. Fig. 13d shows the distribution in tensile
stress in three GC2 warps at the last step of the modeling calculation.
4.2.3. Failure mode
The numerical calculations showed a single mode of brittle fracture
on the F.GC2 specimen at different temperatures. However, this failure
mode could be divided into two modes depending on the elevated
temperature level. At the temperature levels ranging from 25 ◦ C to 400
◦
C, the cementitious matrices of the F.GC2 specimens were completely
cracked before being broken by the damage of the textile warps. The
cracking zone was widened gradually on the surface of the TRC spec
imen, as shown in Fig. 14a. Otherwise, at the temperature levels higher
500 ◦ C, only one crack was observed after the numerical test. This is
consistent with the observation of the failure mode for the specimens of
the experiment at the same temperature. Table 6 below compares the
failure modes between the experimental and numerical results in two
ranges of elevated temperature levels: from 25 ◦ C to 400 ◦ C and from
500 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C.

4.2.2.2. Reinforcement textile. In the numerical model, the carbon
textile always exhibted linear behaviour until its failure. However, when
cracking occurred in the cementitious matrix, the redistribution of the
internal force occurred in three textile warps. After the appearance of
the first crack, the stress of the carbon textile warps increased abruptly
because they had to supported in addition the part of the internal force
from the cementitious matrix that had just completely cracked in the
same section. For example, in the case at room temperature, a stress
jump of about 298 MPa (from 120 MPa to 418 MPa) could be observed
on the carbon textile warps (see Fig. 13a and b) when the first crack
occurred in the cementitious matrix.
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Fig. 13. Stress evolution within carbon warps before and after the appearance of the first crack (stress in MPa); room temperature: 25 ◦ C.

Fig. 14. Failure mode of carbon TRC specimens at different temperatures.

5. Conclusions and future work

modeling results at the mesoscale concerning the elevated temperature
behaviour of carbon TRC composites. In this study, two carbon textiles
with different geometries and treatment products were used to reinforce

This paper presented and analyzed experimental and numerical
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Table 6
Comparison of the rupture modes between the experimental and numerical results.
Temperature

Experimental results

Numerical results

From 25 C to 400 C
◦

◦

From 500 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C

a refractory concrete matrix. Both carbon TRC specimens were tested
under simultaneous mechanical loading and elevated temperature levels
ranging from 25 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C. Regarding the numerical approach, a
numerical model was developed using the finite element method on
ANSYS APDL software. This model took into account the material
damage of the cementitious matrix by using the nonlinear concrete
behaviour model (CONCR) for crack modeling while perfect bonding
was assumed for the textile yarns and the cementitious matrix interface
in the numerical calculations. From the experimental and numerical
results obtained, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- The assumption of a perfect bond for the textile – matrix interface
resulted in a slight difference in tensile behaviour and failure mode
between the numerical and experimental results of the F.GC2 com
posite. During the experiment, several phenomena occurred during
the thermomechanical tests, such as the slip between the filament
groups of the reinforcement textile, and the dynamic effect after
cracking, which led to the very fast rise in the strain of the TRC
specimens.
For future works, it will be necessary to carry out a parametric study
to investigate several factors that could not be explored experimentally,
such as the effect of the reinforcement ratio and the influence of the
measurement zone. It would also be interesting to add the thermal
properties of material components to develop a numerical model of the
thermomechanical regime at constant force. Such a finite element model
could be used to predict the rupture temperature and maximum expo
sure duration of TRC composites in the case of fire.

- Both carbon TRC specimens provided a strain-hardening behaviour
with two or three distinguishable phases at moderate temperature
and brittle behaviour at an elevated temperature, depending on the
carbon textile reinforcement. A good bond between the matrix and
reinforcement is essential to achieve such behaviour. The mesh
spacing (and thus reinforcement ratio) can, however, lead to differ
ences in the crack development observed. The GC1 textile always
ensured better reinforcement in the ultimate strength of the TRC
composite at elevated temperature thanks to the complete impreg
nation of the textile yarns in the epoxy resin product used, but it also
presented a negative temperature effect on the textile/matrix inter
face bond. On the contrary, the GC2 textile gave good textile/matrix
interface bond strength thanks to the treatment of the textile with
amorphous silica. This improved the interaction between both TRC
components in the first and second phases of the carbon TRC’s
behaviour at different temperatures.
- The mesoscale numerical modeling for the F.GC2 composite was able
to predict its global behaviour numerically with three phases at
temperature levels lower than 400 ◦ C and splitting behaviour at an
elevated temperature. This elevated temperature behaviour of the F.
GC2 composite greatly depended on the correlation of the strength of
its components (GC2 textile and cementitious matrix). The numerical
model could also represent the cracking phase with drops in stress,
corresponding to multi-cracks of the cementitious matrix in failure
mode. In comparison with the experimental results, interesting
agreement was obtained between the “stress-strain” curves of both
the experimental and numerical results at different temperatures.
- The numerical specimens exhibited failure modes with transversal
cracks on their surfaces in the cases of elevated temperature levels
lower than 400 ◦ C, and with only one crack for higher temperature
levels. This result is in good agreement with the observation of
failure modes in the experiment. The numerical model also presented
the progressive development of a crack on one transversal crosssection of the TRC specimen, from a micro-crack to a complete crack.
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